
Richard
Sticky Note
Overall comments after reading the entire document:1) 2014/2015's review was 5 pages and poorly done2) The 2015/2016 is 42 pages and has a LOT more words3) If a few cases there are some good examples of performance. In many others, including most of the Exceeds ratings, there are simply insufficient examples to justify the performance4) Goals - many are simply poorly written and don't allow for any rating other than meets or not. A higher set of expectations need to be set and all parties should undergo training on how to write and evaluate goals. 5) In some ways it's better than the prior years attempt but in many other ways it contains the same shortcomings and flaws. As a member of the public and someone who has extensive experience in the space this process needs significant work.



















Richard
Sticky Note
This rating may or may not be true. However, as noted in my comments about last years performance review ANY HR person worth their salt will clearly state that multiple examples of under or over performing activities and behaviors are necessary to support the rating.What we see here is that they meet and talk prior to each board meeting. There must be more than that or this would be a "Meets" not exceeds.
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Richard
Sticky Note
The examples given and the board response do NOT support an "Exceeds" rating. There must be more examples. In addition, the very nature of this goal is simply one of meeting or not. It would be incredibly hard to exceed.



Richard
Sticky Note
The examples listed are what one would expect as a course of doing business. Were there incidents that were unplanned and handled exceptionally?Were there any "New" programs introduced to correct deficiencies and if so what?Again, there is nothing listed here that supports an ?Exceeds"



Richard
Sticky Note
Wait...the way this goal is written it is either met or not. Please...don't abuse the rating system by applying an "Exceeds" when the goal itself doesn't allow for that.Perhaps a course of all involved parties in writing goals? Simply doing a search for "writing effective goals for superintendents" there are multiple examples that can be used.



Richard
Sticky Note
Again...the goal is either met or not. There is no "degree" in this. Either it is or isn't.The issue is writing goals that have a scale and this doesn't.







Richard
Sticky Note
This is a perfect opportunity to cite multiple examples of where he has hired, fired or moved people around. But...that opportunity is squandered.







Richard
Sticky Note
how is it clear to someone outside? This statement needs to be explained to be valid.

Richard
Sticky Note
And how is performance to this expectation tracked and evaluated?

Richard
Sticky Note
Use of examples is certainly better here.Unfortunately, in the board comments they say "this is another work in progress" which means it can't exceed.
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Richard
Sticky Note
Ok...we've gone the other way. Philosophy is great but to exceed we need multiple specific examples. Those examples are NOT here.The fact that the board allows an Exceeds without multiple explicit examples is an ongoing failure to perform their duties.







Richard
Sticky Note
Actually he has said this is the way it is and the board agrees with him. The growth in disagreement from the public continues to grow and more battles will be fought. 







Richard
Sticky Note
The goal says "supervises". It's poorly written. Is the Superintendent responsible for the ideas and programs or are the members of the department?





Richard
Sticky Note
Sigh..."participates...as often as possible". Is there a certain number of events per year that are a "Meets" and numbers above and below for the other ratings and if so what?Is this part of the job?A more relevant goal might be "Increase the attendance in community and school events by 15% over the previous year". A goal is specific, actionable and measurable. This goal is just one example (of many) that is simply poorly written.





Richard
Sticky Note
Wow...where is there any evidence that anything was exceeded? There was strife, conflict, negotiations, contention, etc., but where in the description and examples is there anything that shows expected performance exceeded?










